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**Abstract**

Students preparing to enter medical fields are required to take physics. To increase their interest in physics, a low-cost classroom medical activity is presented introducing them to the basics of endoscopic visualization and navigation. Incorporated in the activity are basic surgical techniques such as resection with single or multiple operators. Students also learn to appreciate the importance of physics since the endoscope works on the principle of total internal reflection. The tasks involve two pick-up tools with retractable claws available at hardware stores and an inexpensive endoscope with Bluetooth that sends video to student smartphones.

**Introduction**

The physics underlying the invention of the endoscope is the optical fiber. Optical fibers are based on total internal reflection, a topic encountered in introductory physics classes. The recent paper \cite{1} by Altı in this journal, ‘Fun with optical fibers’, attests to the continued popularity of this important topic. The rich medical application presented here will help teachers rise to ‘the challenge of teaching introductory physics to premedical students’ \cite{2}. The supplement on medical physics by Chris Bishop for introductory students in the United Kingdom includes the endoscope among many fascinating uses of physics in the field of medicine \cite{3}.

**The endoscope and physics**

As mentioned in the previous section, the endoscope is based on total internal reflection. A necessary condition for total internal reflection is light traveling in a medium surrounded by a medium with a smaller index of refraction. When light reaches the interface from the inside at an angle greater than the critical angle, the light undergoes total internal reflection. See figure 1 for an example of total internal reflection, where green laser light is sent into smoked acrylic plastic. As the light inside the plastic reaches each boundary between the plastic and surrounding air with an incident angle greater than the critical angle, the light undergoes total internal reflection inside the plastic. The demonstration also works well enough with the typical red laser. Always use caution with any laser to avoid the direct beam and specular reflections.

Light can be directed around a curved path by total internal reflection. Flexible optical fibers can be bent gently so that incident angles on the inside are greater than the critical angle. The critical angle occurs when the transmitted refracted beam leaving the plastic is 90°. Snell’s law can be used to determine the critical angle \(\theta_C\):

\[
\frac{n_{\text{acrylic}}}{n_{\text{air}}} \sin \theta_C = n_{\text{air}} \sin 90^\circ,
\]

(1)

giving

\[
\theta_C = \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{n_{\text{air}}}{n_{\text{acrylic}}} \sin 90^\circ \right) = \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{1}{1.5} \cdot 1 \right) = 42^\circ.
\]

(2)
Flexible fibres are used in optical communication such as transmissions for Internet access. Similarly, flexible fibres are found in the endoscope, where a composite optical fiber can be made of 30,000 smaller fibres packed in a coherent array (fibres with the same spatial position at each end) to transmit images [3]. However, large critical angles are desirable so that light inside the optical fiber bounces off each interface easily with an angle less than the critical angle. In the design of fiber optics a cladding is wrapped around a fiber core where the cladding has an index of refraction just a little less than the index of refraction of the internal core fiber bundle. As an example, consider an index of refraction of 1.50 for the core and an index of refraction of 1.48 for the cladding [4]. Then, the critical angle is

$$\theta_c = \sin^{-1}\frac{n_{\text{cladding}}}{n_{\text{core}}} = \sin^{-1}\frac{1.48}{1.50} = 80.6^\circ. \quad (3)$$

Such a large critical angle maximizes the chances for total internal reflection to occur at each internal reflection. The endoscope uses total internal reflection to first send light down an incoherent (random) bundle of the optical fibers and then transmits reflected images back to the surgeon a coherent bundle of fibres [3].

**Medical context**

Advances in medicine and surgery aim for less-invasive techniques that can promote better outcomes and improved recovery times. These approaches include flexible endoscopic alternatives for visualization and surgical manipulation. The endoscope can be inserted through orifices of the body or through small incisions. Most well-known are surgical interventions in the upper and lower gastrointestinal tract, respectively esophagogastroduodenoscopy and colonoscopy. Other common examples include the female reproductive system (gynoscopy), and the interior of joints (arthroscopy).

The endoscopic technique is also opening new possibilities in treating tumors located along the ventral (underside) surface of the brain (such as the midline brainstem) through endonasal neurosurgery [5, 6]. While virtual reality (VR) simulators (such as the phone apps Touch Surgery, Endoscopy 3D and Gastro EX) offer students life-like visualizations of surgical procedures, they do not expose students to the hand-eye coordination inherent in these techniques. Alternatively, in this paper, we utilize largely off-the-shelf equipment that can serve as an introduction to single and dual person surgical techniques in a classroom of introductory physics.

While the equipment is primitive compared to sophisticated medical devices in hospitals, this low-cost classroom exercise introduces students to the basics of endoscopic visualization and navigation. The activities also give students hands-on experience of basic surgical techniques like resection with single or multiple operators.

**Figure 1.** Total internal reflection inside smoked acrylic plastic. Smoked plastic has scattering centers so that the light path can be easily seen from the side. Safety Warning: Always use care with a laser to avoid looking directly into the laser beam or at specular reflections.
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The basic equipment for a classroom endoscope demonstration is shown in figure 2. An inexpensive endoscope with Bluetooth camera can readily be found on Amazon.com. The endoscope includes with its optical fibre, a Wi-Fi camera and an LED light source. The video from the endoscope camera can be transmitted to an iPad, computer, or smartphone. A flexclaw, an inexpensive grabber with a claw available at a hardware store, also appears in figure 2. The molecular model balls are viewed by the endoscope camera and transmitted to the iPad or student iPhone. Later, the molecular model objects will be placed in a box for a student to locate and extract the water molecule. The instructions that come with the endoscope give the details on how to interface the endoscope Bluetooth camera with a computer, iPad, or smartphone. Therefore, students in class with their own iPhones can each tap into the video feed after downloading a free app.

Figure 2. Endoscope with Bluetooth camera, iPad, and retractable claw grabber. The molecular model balls are viewed by the endoscope camera and transmitted to the iPad.

Figure 3. Endoscope and grabber holding water molecule with Bluetooth image transmitted to the iPad. Note that the endoscope has been pulled up near the grabber to make viewing and navigation easier.
Other accessories can be found online for the endoscope. These additions include angled mirrors and manipulators. Our classroom demonstration employs two grabbers with a retractable claw. A grabber holding a model water molecule is shown in figure 3. Note that the endoscope has been pulled up at the end near the grabber in order to make navigation with the endoscope/grabber easier when inserted into a dark box. The raised endoscope gives a better view of the objects the camera points at. The student is then introduced to a crude version of the skill that doctors master with smaller probes and tools after much practice in medical schools and internships.

**Classroom activities**

Objects are placed in a closed box for the classroom activities. The student inserts the endoscope with the grabber through an opening in the box as illustrated in figure 4. The student in this figure is Everett, son of coauthor Patrick Foo. He carefully observes the video image on the iPad, guiding him as he searches for the water molecule inside the closed box. When found, his task is to grab one of the atoms so that he can lift the water molecule model out of the box. The lid of the box is removed as he finally retrieves the object from the box.
Another task involves multiple manipulators to give the student a basic hands-on experience of two surgeons working together to perform a medical operation. The task is for one student to grab part of an object to hold it in place while the second student extracts something from the object. See figure 5 for an illustration of the operation to be accomplished inside the dark box. One student holds a pack of gum while the second student pulls out a single stick of gum.

The camera provides the usual video feed to the iPad, but this feed must also be sent to the smartphone of the second student so that both students can see what they are doing remotely inside the dark box. Note that one student enters from the left end of the box while the other uses the right end. The endoscope camera is only with the grabber on the right side. The view seen by the student on either the iPad or smartphone is shown in figure 6. The video feed can be sent to every student smartphone in the class including Student 2 for the above demonstration.

The camera video feed can also be sent to each student smartphone in the class so that everyone can watch the action. The task with two students introduces students to the kinds of cooperative coordination necessary for successful endoscopic neurosurgery with more than one surgeon. A video is included for the reader to see the fun classroom activities in action. [7].
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**Figure 6.** Two students working together. The first student extracts a stick of gum while the second student holds the pack of gum in place. The endoscope camera is next to the grabber of the first student. The video feed can be transmitted to every student smartphone in the class including Student 2 for the above demonstration.
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